
Hurtigruten Expedition : 12D11N Highlights Of Antarctica
Price per person

from
MYR35,780

Tour Itinerary

Day 1:- Buenos Aires

There are plenty of places to explore, including many parrillas serving authentic Argentine steak. Or maybe you’d like to practise
your dance moves in the famous hometown of the tango.

Breakfast

Day 2:- Start in Ushuaia

Your adventure begins with an early morning flight to Ushuaia, where you’ll meet our hybrid-powered expedition ship, specially
designed for sustainable cruising in polar waters. This bustling port is the capital of Argentina’s Tierra del Fuego Province. Set
against the magnificent backdrop of the Martial Glacier, Ushuaia vies for the title of the world’s southernmost city.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 3:- Get set for Antarctica

On the two-day crossing through the Drake Passage, the Expedition Team will equip you with all you need to make the most of
your polar expedition. Visit the onboard Science Center and find out what lies ahead. Listen to experts talk passionately about
Antarctica’s history, the science beneath the ice, and the impact of climate change and plastic pollution

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 4:- Get set for Antarctica

You'll learn how to make your visit as safe and as low-impact as possible, and about the Citizen Science projects you can join.
There's plenty of time to relax, so unwind in the spa and wellness area, enjoy some delicious cuisine and meet fellow travellers
in the Explorer Lounge & Bar.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner



Day 5:- Antarctica: another world

Nothing prepares you for your first sight of Antarctica’s immense, frozen beauty. Surrounded by looming glaciers, and icebergs
the size of floating cathedrals, Antarctica will fill you with wonder. Perhaps the most surprising part of Antarctica is the silence.
It's a stillness that's broken every so often by the locals – the wildlife.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 6:- Antarctica: another world

Nothing prepares you for your first sight of Antarctica’s immense, frozen beauty. Surrounded by looming glaciers, and icebergs
the size of floating cathedrals, Antarctica will fill you with wonder. Perhaps the most surprising part of Antarctica is the silence.
It's a stillness that's broken every so often by the locals – the wildlife.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 7:- Antarctica: another world

Nothing prepares you for your first sight of Antarctica’s immense, frozen beauty. Surrounded by looming glaciers, and icebergs
the size of floating cathedrals, Antarctica will fill you with wonder. Perhaps the most surprising part of Antarctica is the silence.
It's a stillness that's broken every so often by the locals – the wildlife.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 8:- Antarctica: another world

Nothing prepares you for your first sight of Antarctica’s immense, frozen beauty. Surrounded by looming glaciers, and icebergs
the size of floating cathedrals, Antarctica will fill you with wonder. Perhaps the most surprising part of Antarctica is the silence.
It's a stillness that's broken every so often by the locals – the wildlife.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 9:- Antarctica: another world

Nothing prepares you for your first sight of Antarctica’s immense, frozen beauty. Surrounded by looming glaciers, and icebergs
the size of floating cathedrals, Antarctica will fill you with wonder. Perhaps the most surprising part of Antarctica is the silence.
It's a stillness that's broken every so often by the locals – the wildlife.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 10:- Returning to warmer waters

After five incredible days, you’ll have experienced so much in Antarctica. Your head will likely be filled with a swirling
kaleidoscope of special memories and impressions. The next couple of days will be a chance to reflect on your adventure to the
seventh continent.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 11:- Returning to warmer waters

After five incredible days, you’ll have experienced so much in Antarctica. Your head will likely be filled with a swirling
kaleidoscope of special memories and impressions. The next couple of days will be a chance to reflect on your adventure to the
seventh continent.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 12:- From Ushuaia to Buenos Aires

Your expedition cruise ends in Ushuaia, the main city in Tierra del Fuego, Argentina’s southernmost province. From here, you’ll
take a flight back to Buenos Aires, but it doesn’t have to be the end of your adventure.

Breakfast

Tour Prices



Departure Date Polar Outside Arctic Superior Expedition Suite Single Supplement

17 Nov - 28 Nov 2024 RM 33107 RM 36387 RM 48323 -

27 Nov - 8 Dec 2024 RM 31632 RM 34752 RM 46096 -

4 Dec - 15 Dec 2024 RM 33971 RM 37171 RM48809 -

7 Dec - 18 Dec 2024 RM 32371 RM 35571 RM 47209 -

17 Dec - 28. Dec 2024 RM 33907 RM 37277 RM 49530 -

27 Dec - 7 Jan 2025 RM 38595 RM 42480 RM 56608 -

6. Jan - 17 Jan 2025 RM 35497 RM 43875 RM 51933 -

16 Jan - 27 Jan 2025 RM 35270 RM 38790 RM 51587 -

26 Jan - 6 Feb 2025 RM 37763 RM 41555 RM 55353 -

5 Feb - 16 Feb 2025 RM 36099 RM 39712 RM 52841 -

15 Feb - 26 Feb 2025 RM 33907 RM 37277 RM 49530 -

25 Feb - 8 Mar 2025 RM 31782 RM 34918 RM 46323 -

28 Feb 2025 - 11 Mar
2025

RM 33382 RM 36518 RM 47920 -

7 Mar 2025 - 18 Mar 2025 RM 30896 RM 33936 RM 44986 -

What's included

Destination: ANTARCTICA
Departure Location: Buenos Aires
Return Location: Ushuaia
Price includes:

● Flights in economy class between Buenos Aires and Ushuaia
● A stay in a cabin of your choice
● Breakfast, lunch and dinner including beverages* in restaurants
● Complimentary tea and coffee
● Complimentary Wi-Fi on board
● Complimentary reusable water bottle

Price does not include:
● International flights
● Travel insurance
● Luggage handling other than those specified
● Others not mentioned
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